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ABSTRACT NOMENCLATURE

Propulsion Systems for deep space A - Area
applications and platform station keeping Ac - Area of Cavity
include electric rocket thrusters. For Ap - Area of Plasma
current electric thrusters, a major area of Ct - Constant
concern is the erosion of electrodes Dc - Diameter of Cavity
through contact with the propellant, cr e - Eccentricity
working fluid. This erosion limits the Ei - Energy of ,
lifetime of a thruster. One way to fCx) - Function of x
eliminate this problem is to eliminate the g - Ay
need for contacting the propellant with the h - Ax; Plank's Constant
electrode. Under evaluation by our k - Boltzmann Constant
research group, Microwave Electrothermal Kr - Radial Error Constant
Thrusters CMET) is an alternative Kz - Axial Error Constant
propulsion system which eliminates that Lp - Length of Plasma
problem. The energy is transferred via a L. - Length of Sliding Short (Cavity)
specially designed microwave resonance Q - Energy Transfer
cavity to electrons in the plasma zone of r - radial variable
the propellant through an electromagnetic Ti - Temperature of
field. Through collisional processes, the Vz - Axial Velocity
energy is transferred to the propellant, Wp - Width of Plasma
primarily the neutrals and ions. a - Absorptivity Fraction

e - Emissivity Fraction

The goal of this research is to p - Density
continue the development to fundamentally 8 - Angle
understand the plasma processes as applied 0 - Angle
to spacecraft propulsion. The diagnostic o - Stefan-Boltzmann Constant
experiments used were calorimetric and k - Wavelength
dimensional measurements using the TM 011 ( - Transformation Variable
and TM 012 modes in the resonance cavity.
These experimental techniques are highly BACKGROUND
important in furthering the understanding
of plasma phenomena and of designing rocket Electrothermal Propulsion
thrusters. Theoretical modeling using this
experimental data is beneficial in In general, there are three major
developing a method towards optimizing and types of rocket thrusters: chemical,
designing a rocket thruster using microwave nuclear, and electrical. Chemical rocket
generated plasmas. One major area in this thrusters are the most commonly used type
modeling is the analysis of radiation heat of thruster. Energy is transferred to the
transfer to the surface walls by the working fluid through chemical reactions
plasma. Included is a discussion of ways (combustion). Nuclear rocket thrusters are
to reduce this energy loss. Another area practically and politically difficult to
is the establishment of model equations and use. Energy is transferred through nuclear
parameters to be used for predicting the energy. Electrical rocket thrusters are
temperature, velocity, and density of not practical in a large force region, such
various species (such as neutrals, as gravtity from large celestrial bodies.
electrons, and ions) within the plasma. Energy is transferred via heating coils or
The propellant under current investigation EM waves to the propellant fluid.
is helium.

There are three types of electrical
rocket thruster systems. Electrothermal
thrusters use electric energy to heat a

' This work was supported by NASA grant conventional working fluid. Electrostatic
NSG-3299 thrusters use ions or colloidal particals

** Instructor and Captain. U.S. Army as the working fluid. Finally,
Chemical Corps Electromagnetic thrusters use EM fields to

T Professor of Chemical Engineering accelarate the working fluid, usually in
S Graduate Student the plasma state.
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... d n.,,r..... ., cavities. These cavities are stable,
I.., nw ' ... reproducible, and quiescent. These plasmas

VVVVVAV% develop as a result of surface wave
B .-... propagation and are characterized by ion

immobility. The major physical processes

- Ngoverning the discharge are: Ca) discharge
En-ry str ,. conditions Csuch as the nature of the gas),

Cb) gas pressure. Cc) dimensions and
( i~rl |^ ,.^._I ;*~ U . C ~ \ material of the vessel, Cd frequency of

s |c,", .' ch..., " the EM field, and Ce) the power transferred
to the plasma.

Pr oel lnt Ster.l, I _ I Hl|k

. For microwave plasma electrothermal
rocket thrusters, pressures near
atmospheric and temperatures near 2000

Figure 1 Proposed Electrothermal degrees Kelvin are being investigated. In
Propulsion System the EM environment, free electrons are

accelerated about the heavier and neutral
A proposed electrothermal propulsion molecules. These electrons collide withsystem uses microwave induced plasmas, other elements or molecules of the gas to

Although this system uses an cause them to ionize as previously bound
electromagnetic wave, it is classified as electrons are stripped off. In essence,
an electrothermal thruster because it uses kinetic energy is transferred from the
a nozzle Cnot EM waves) to accelerate the accelerated electrons to the gas.
propellant. Schematically shown in Figure
1 is a version of this system (Hawley, Figure 2 illustrates the various

198. discharge properties within a microwave
system. The cold propellant receives

The power is beamed to the spacecraft microwave energy resulting in production of
from an outside source Csuch as a space a plasma. This plasma gives off radiation
station or planetary base) as microwave or and heat. The excited species flow away
millimeter wave power. This power is from the plasma while the cold species flow
focused onto a resonant cavity to sustain a towards it. Finally, the plasma excited
plasma in the working fluid via heating it. propellant is recombined outside of the
The hot gas would expand through a nozzle plasma with increased kinetic energy. This
to produce thrust. Alternatively in a thermalized propellant exits through a
self-contained situation, power from solar nozzle as propulsion thrust.
panels or nuclear reaction could be used to
run a microwave frequency oscillator to Numerical Method
sustain the plasma.

The Finite Difference method for
Microwave Induction solving Partial Differential Equations

CP.D.E.'s3 is easy to apply. One would
A microwave plasma is very efficient approximate each derivative using the

for uses in jet propulsion. Production of Taylor Series Expansion of a function about
these plasmas involves using plasma columns a nodal point. The following are examples
the size of conventional resonance of approximations for derivatives Cuse h =

A x and g = A y) [Hall, 1990]:

hrut dfCa) fCa+h) - fCa)/orward: dx h

backward: dfCa3 _ fCa) - fCa-h)
dx h

cetered: dfCa) - fCa+h) - fCa-h)
Microwave dx 2h

--- St ---------- Cav itySFor second order derivatives and two
variables, the following centered
differences can be used:

Sdabe: fCa) = fCa+h)+fCa-h)-2 fCa)

\ ariables - = Y x

" WI II
High _fCa+h,b+g3+fCa-h,b+g)-fCa+h.b-g)-fCa-hb-g)
Ions 4 g h

HCE

n Low /Solving P.D.E. 's using this method isI o n similar to that of Galerkin methods in that
coi n we must transform the P.D.E.'s into a

linear set of algebraic equations with the
functions at the nodal points being

Figure 2 Discharge Proporties of a unknowns.
Microwave Plasma
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3 Flow System

| |1 Flow of 99.99% pure helium was
controlled using a back pressure regulator

F_ t7 and a 3/4 inche valve in front of the

S- 4- vacuum pump. A Heise gauge with a range
L 

L p  
from 1-1600 torr was used to measure the

<-& +-I pressure of the plasma chamber. Four sets

Fg of flow meters were used to measure the

S\ I gas, water, and air flows. Thermocouples
S6 9 were used to measure the temperature of the

air and water both entering and exiting the

cavity.

Microwave Power

LEGEND A Micro-Now 42081 CO-500 watts)

1. Cavity Wall 1. Microwave Power microwave power oxcillator was used to send

2. Sliding Short 8. Coupling Probe up to 400 watts of power at a fixed

3. Base Plate 9. Air Cooling Chamber frequency of 2.45 GHz to the cavity.

4. Plasma Discharge Fg. Crav.ty Force Although rated for 500 watts, energy was

S. Viewing Window Lp. Probe Length lost from the microwave cable, circulator,

6. Discharge Chamber La. Short Length and bidirectional coaxial coupler.

Connected to the microwave oscillator
was a Ferrite 2620 circulator. This
circulator provided at least 20 dB of
isolation to each the incident and

Figure 3 Microwave Cavity System reflected power sensors. The circulator
protected the magnetron in the oscillator
from reflected signals and increased the
accuracy of the power measurements. The

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM reflected power was absorbed by the
Termaline 8201 coaxial resistor. The

Microwave Cavity incident and reflected powers were measured

using Hewlett-Packard 8481A power sensors

An EM system was used to generate a and 435A power meters.

plasma. The microwave cavity body was made

from a 17.8 cm inner diameter brass tube. Radiation Transport

As seen in Figure 3, the cavity contained a

sliding short and a coupling probe (the two A major loss mechanism in energy

major mechanical moving parts of the transport to the propellant is energy loss

cavity). The movement of this short to the walls of the discharge chamber.

allowed the cavity to have a length varying Energy can be transported through

from 6 to 16 cm. The coupling probe acted conductive, convective, and radiative

as an antenna which transmitted the means. This chapter will only analyze the

microwave power to the cavity. The sliding radiative energy losses to the wall

short and coupling probe were adjusted Cor [Siegel, 19811. The following parameters

moved) to obtain the desired resonant mode. will be used for this analysis: the cavity

A resonant mode represents an eigenvalue of material is unpolished brass, the plasma

the solution to Maxwell's equations. geometry is an oblate ellipsoid, and the

Illustrated in Figure 4, two separate wall temperature is 300 degrees Kelvin

resonance modes were used in these (Haraburda. 1990].

experiments: TM 011 CLa = 7.2 cm) and TM

012 CLe = 14.4 cm).

Additional features of this cavity

included: two copper screen windows located

at 90 degree angles from the coupling probe

Cwhich allowed photographic and spectral

measurements), and two circular holes Cin

both the base and top plates) to allow

propellant and cooling air flows through
the cavity.

Plasma Containment

The plasma was generated in quartz

tubes placed within the cavity. The inner

tube was 33 mm outer diameter and was used

for the propellant flow. The outer tube

was 50 mm outer diameter and was used for

air cooling of the inner tube. Both tubes
were about 2 1/2 feet long and were epoxied 1 M

to aluminum collars. These collars fed the

gas and air through the cavity. For

additional protection, water cooling was Figure 4 Electromagnetic Resonance

done on the collar downstream of the Modes
cavity.
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BLACKBODY RADIATION ENERGY
(Temperature = 300 K)

BODY BODY 3'

NUMBER E2  NUMBER 3.0 T
S012

1 2 2.5-
E

8 2.0-

1.50

0> .5-

.-. , --1. . , --
Q 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22

WAVELENGTH
(micrometer)

Figure 6 Blackbody Energy Wavelength
Figure 5 Two Body Radiation Heat Transfer Plot

Mod"l

A plot of this energy versus wavelength for
a temperature of 300 K and area for both T-~I
'modes are provided in Figure 6. The total
energy emitted by the body is the area

Blackbody. under this curve. Mathematically, it is
the integral over all wavelengths of the

A blackbody is a body which absorbs wavelength dependent energy.
all incident radiation. No reflection c
occurs. Additionally, a blackbody is a
body which emits radiation based upon its ECT) = J ECT,X) dX
temperature. This emitted radiation o
increases with temperature so that energy
transfer between two bodies is from the 2 r c A
lower temperature body to the higher d
temperature one. The energy transport is X5 cz-
illustrated in Figure 5. exp 1

E = fCT )
Using the following transformation of
variables:

E = fCT )
2 2 C

2

Q = E - E = fCT ) - fCT ) XT
1 2 1 2

The above integral becomes:
In addition to temperature, radiation

energy is also a function of wavelength 2 n c T' A 
o  3

CX), direction Ce0,), and surface area CA). ECT) = f d&
Therefore, this energy can be written as c exp) - 1
the following function: 2 o

E = fCT.X.,0,AD3 2 c T
4 

n A

4
c 15

Assuming we have a perfectly smooth A
surface, the directional component of this
function drops off. Through quantum This expression can be simplified using a
calculations, we can obtain Planck's new constant. The following new constant
spectral distribution of emissive power. will be used:

2 n c A 2 c nE 
==

p - 15 c2

We now have energy defined as a function of
The c and c constants are defined as: temperature with a new constant Ca), known

as the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

c = h c
o ECTD = o T A

h Co Assuming blackbody radiation only within
cz the experimental system, we can obtain an

estimate for the average surface
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CRAYBODY RADIATION EMISSIVITY

(Hypothetical Case)

0.8-

E 1 o
0.6

En

L M>! 0.4

VA J 0.2

Np 0 2 4 6 10 12 1 16 18 20 22

WAVELENGTH
(micrometer)

I< DC 
Figure 7 Geometric Two Body Radiation Table 8 Hypothetical Graybody Radiation

Heat Transfer Model Emissivity Plot

temperature of the plasma. This can be

done for both the strong and weak surfaces.

The two body system of concern is the 0 ! c < 1

cavity wall and the plasma (see Figure 7).

The energy CQc) absorbed by the cavity wall 0 < S 1

1s:
This emissivity and absorptivity are

Q = E - E functions of wavelength, temperature, and
p c direction for a given body.

SA ' 1- AT = fC,.T.,.,

The area equations used are that for a a = fCX,T,6.)

cylinder and an oblate ellipsoid.
An example of c. considering only a

[D [ Z] function of wavelength, is provided in

A = n Oc
L  [ J] Figure 8. Shown in Figure 9, the energy

SL z versus wavelength plot is adjusted as

S 1 + e )ln f + e } follows Cusing the plot in Figure 6 for the

A = e 1 -e TM 011 mode). The calculation of total

energy emitted is the area under that new

Whereas, e is the eccentricity of the curve.

oblate ellipsoid and is defined as:

fL)2 1 GRAYBODY RADIATION ENERGY

e  =  (TM 012 mode, 300 K)

Quick calculations of this suggest 3.0

that the average plasma surface temperature

is about 1000 K. Unfortunately, this R 2.5

blackbody approximation to the system is E BLACKBODY

not quite accurate. The plasma surface E 2.0

temperature should be higher.

Graybody. 1.5

A graybody is a body which absorbs a 5 1.0

fixed fraction of radiation. Reflection of

radiation occurs. This requires two new 0.5- RAYBODY
terms, call emissivity Cc) and the other

absorptivity Cc. Emissivity is the 0.0 20 22
fractional measurement of how well a body 0 6 8 0 12 14 16 18

can radiate energy when compared to a WAVELENGTH

blackbody; wheras. the absorptivity (micrometer)

measures the fractional amount of how well

a body can absorb energy when compared to a Table 9 Hypothetical Graybody Radiation

blackbody. These values can have the Energy Plot

following range:
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PLASMA SURFACE TEMPERATURE Realbody.

(TM 012 mode, Helium Gas)(TM 012 mode, Helium Gs) The body of the cavity is not a black
1400 body. It contains reflective metal. This

metal is brass. Table 1 lists the
emissivity for various conditions of brass

1380- and silver. This emissivity is an average
one not dependant upon temperature.

Y2 wavelength, or direction [Touloukian,
, 1360- 1970].

a The condition of the cavity wall in my
S1340- experiments was between dull and polished.
E It is my estimation to use the value of c =
4- 0.2. Using this value in the above

1320- equation, one can obtain a value for theplasma surface temperature. Figure 10
lists the plasma surface temperature versus

1300---- pressure for helium gas in the TM 012 mode
300 400 500 600 700 860 900 (for the strong region).

Pressure (rr) The above calculations assumed the
radiation was emitted in a vacuum. This is

Figure 10 Plasma Surface Temperature Plot clearly not the case during the experiment.
Number 1 There existed at least five different media

regions between the cavity wall and the
plasma. As shown in Figure 11, numbered I

i through V with dimensions given, the media
T is identified in Table 2 [Haraburda. 1990]:

E = A j cIECT)h dX + dXECT,\3 dX +
E A ETable 2 Description of Discharge Chamber

s a Regions

SECTX) dX + fc ECT,) dX Region Media Description

The energy in the example calculates out to Air 1 atm, 300 K

be 26.598 watts for an average emissivity II Quartz 1.4 mm thick
of 0.579168 CNOTE: the blackbody radiation 300 K
would be 48.408 watts). Using
Kirchhoff's-law relationship, one can say I Air 2 SCFM Flow.

that the absorptivity of an object is equal 300 - 398 K

to its emissivity. IV Quartz 1.4 mm thick
300 - 700 K

V Propellant Flowing,

Therefore, the new energy equation can be 300 - 1500 K

written as: Cestimate)

Q = a [A T - A T]
c P P c c

Table 1 Average Emissivity and Calculated
Heat Transfer of Selected Material

Material Condition a Q watts

Gold foil 0.009 7.31
plating 0.017 13.82

Copper polished plating 0.015 12.19

Silver plating 0.020 16.25
commercial roll 0.030 24.38

Aluminum foil 0.0294 23.89

Brass highly polished 0.03 24.38
polished 0.09 73.14
dull 0.22 178.78
oxidized 0.60 4036.69

Yttrium film 0.35 237.23

Iron polished 0.078 52.87
Quartz fused cryst.i' 0.760 515.14

Brick rough red 0.93 630.36

Ice smooth 0.97 657.48
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/ II III IV V

S/ E, E, E' I," II III IV V ' ( < 4 .-

- 16.5 mnm

25.0 mm
25\-0- I Figure 13 Four Body Radiation Heat

89.0 mm Absorption Model

I will assume no effect by the media

Figure 11 Radiation Transfer Model Media in regions I. III, and V. Regions II and

Regions IV are made of the same material Cquartz
glass). The absorptivity CoO and
emissivity of this glass are not equal.

These five regions absorb, emit, and The following data will be used

scatter radiation. Thus, these regions [Touloukian. 1970]:

magnify upon the complexities of the
radiation heat transfer model. For glas 0.03

example, fractions Cfx) of the energy

emitted by the plasma could be absorbed in £ = 0.76
each region CEp-x). This is graphically gtoee

shown in Figure 12. Mathematically, this
would look like the following: T c s glas .73

E = f E A simple energy balance can be used
p p (see Figure 13). The following energy

E = f E relationship exists:
p-*i I p

E = 0.73 E
E =f E 2 t

p-2 2 p

E = 0.73 E = C0.73)
z 

E
E =f E a 2
p43 3 p

Therefore, the new energy balance at the
E = f E surface of the cavity can be modified as:

p-4 4 p

SQ = c a TA T - A T1
E = P c rp p c cj

with the fractions adding up to 1. Using this more realistic equation, the
plasma temperature is calculated and shown

Sf = i in Figure 14.

x

Each region could emit energy, thus Using the data in the above table, one

producing six times as many relationships. could calculate the energy transported to

A further analysis into this could be done the cavity wall for various material and

by conducting an extensive study into conditions. This assumes that the plasma

determining the temperature gradient within surface temperature remains the same for

each region. Nonetheless, a simple each. Using that surface temperature to be

analysis will be done for just the glass To = 1500 K, the energy transport is

tubing media, calculated and shown in Table 1 CThis
disregards the radiation by the media in
regions I through V).

SV V As seen in this table, the surface
Smaterial and conditions have a large effect

/ on the plasma. For example, we use a 250
/ watt microwave source. Let's assume that

'/ the threshold for sustaining a plasma is
'/ 200 watts. This suggests that we could not

N maintain a plasma with a dull brass cavity
wall. Therefore, the material and
condition of the discharge chamber are

/ important parameters for designing.
maintaining, and operating electrothermal

Figure 12 Radiation Transfer Model Media rocket thrusters.

Absorption

7
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PLASMA SURFACE TEMPERATURE with th" following coefficients being
idontifi ed as:

(TM 012 mode, Helium Gas)
1500- - 2

SCAr) 2rAr

1480- 2 Ar ) 2 r-

S1
1

4 6 0
- C CAz)2

0 ,2 2
S1440 - C - +Cz

E 1440 CAr) (CAz)
2

For simplification in the computer
1420algorithm, the two dimensional temperature

can be linearized as:

1400 T = T[I(1-1NZ + j)
300 400 500 600 700 800 900 L.

Pressure (torr)Presure (trr) with the NZ being the number of Z nodes.

The error estimation for this
algorithm is second order. The actual
error CE) is the difference between the

Figure 14 Plasma Surface Temperature Plot actual temperature and the computed
Number 2 temperature.

E = Tr,z) - T
HEAT CONDUCTION *

OZCAr.Az)
Outer Chamber

For example, the second order error
This is the easiest region to estimation can be calculated as Cfor the

transform to computational space. An radial component):
assumption is made that there is angular
symmetry, no net particle motion, and no Zr) CAr) 3 

dTC)
more than 1 watt of heat conduction. This r - v 5 s s 89 mm
allows us to use the steady state heat
transfer equation [Bird, 1960]. < CAr) 3

K

ZT = 0

Kr is a constant. This same estimation can
or be done for the axial component.

azT OT +d 2 T
-- + + =O

dr 2  
r or dz

2  
Z

Using the centered approximation
Finite-Difference method, the following
approximations are made:

'T TCr+-Ar,z) - TCr-Ar.z 144
Or 2Ar

OaT TCr+Ar,z) - 2TCr.z) + TCr-Ar.z). Q-- n  
out

Or
2  CAr) 2

For ease in developing the computer 1
algorithm, the following nomenclature is E I
used:

T = TCr,z)

T = TCr+Ar,z) 0

T = TCr.z+Az)

The above heat transfer equation can now be 0 ............... Rre-written in a computer algorithm as 25
follows: 25 89

CT + CT +C T +S+,
1  

2 -
1
. 3 T j+

1  
Figure 15 Outer Chamber Heat Transfer

Model
CT - CT = O

3 .. j- 8,

8
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Therefore, the overall crrcr e rtma-or. can BOUNDARY TEMPERATURE
be approximated to:

0 2 CAr AzA) < (Ar)K (A.)'K= o (Outer Chamber Tube Wall)

390-
Coolant Chamber

This is a little more difficult to 370-
model than the previous region. An e

assumption is made that there is angular 3 60-
symmetry, no angular or radial motion. ICOT U 350-

slip conditions at the wall Cor a linear

velocity profile), 125 watt heat transfer 2 340- 6
to the cooling air from discharge side a / 33
wall. Additionally, the heat capacity and E 50.
thermal conductivity of the air is held 320-

constant. Several computer runs will be

conducted to check the model dependence 310.

upon changes in the heat capacity and 300, .

thermal conductivity, which both change 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

with change in temperature. The energy Tube Lenoth (mm
equation for this region is [Eird, 150C: Tub Lenth (mm

Figure 16 Temperature Boundary Conditions

p C V OT of Outer Chamber
2zT - p -

plasma temperature and species densities
o r  will be used as parameters in this model

dzT T T p C V OT [Dinkel, 1991.

+ + ____
-r2 r o-r dZ k = NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Or r ar dz k dz

Outer Chamber.
In the same method as before, the ccmputer Outer Chamber

algorithm can be written as: The domain of this region is the outer

C T C T + C T portion of the microwave cavity. As

I +-.j 
+ C -ij 

+
31 i,j* depicted in Figure 15, the radial length is

from 25 - 89 mm, while the axial length

C T - CT = 0 goes from 0 -144 mm.
32 . ,j-i 4 ,i.

Excluding the radiation heat transfer,
The coefficients, Ci, C2. and C3 are the Ex in th e heat transferonduction is

the heat transfer through conduction is
same as identified previously. The otherd to be 1 watt see Figure 15. For
two coefficients are identified as: this assumption, the following simple

1 p C V calculation is made:
p z

31 CAz) 2 k Az Q = h A AT
S1 watt

1  
p + z A = 0.10345 m

C - +---- cv3 2  
CAz) 2 k Az A = 0.0262 m2

tub

Please note that changes in densities and 11.3 W / m

velocity of the air with position do not [Bennet 1974]

affect the results because of the AT 1 C

continuity conservation law: AT 4 C
t ub

dCpV ) - O
dz Using the above temperature change

calculations, the boundary conditions for

The error involved in this algorithm is the region can be made. I assumed a linear

also second order. Thus, the error limit temperature gradient along the tube wall.

will be the same as that in the outer chamber. Two other sets of boundary conditions are

provided to show the sensitivity of this

parameter upon the numerical simulations.

These additional boundary conditions assume

a parabolic temperature gradient instead of
Discharge Chamber a linear one.

This region has not been analy-ed yet. These surface temperature gradients
Nevertheless, this is the next region to be along the tube wall are shown in Figure 16.

analyzed. Two models will be attempted for The grid mesh size and boundary conditons
this region. The first is the hard are varied to see their effects upon the

ellipsoid case in which the plasma is results. A schematic of the grid mesh is
treated as a solid hot object with no mass shown in Figure 17. The following
nor momentum transport. The second is the simulations were done:
soft case using statistical mechanics to

characterize the plasma discharge along The error resulting from these grid
with the non-ionized and non-excited meshes are illustrated in Table 3 listing
propellant [McQuarrie, 19761. Experimental temperature data observed at the point Cr =
data obtained in this cavity regarding 57mm, z = 72mm).

9
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Z Temperature Gradient
(outer chamber. 9x9 grid)

140-

144-
120

TTT .. .
. 100- i

S-T T T r
E-. 1 , Cd r O

-80/
STTT ' 60E1. u  .3

" - - - " '- 60

0 T T T . 60-
1. I >. .

0•40

0 ................ > R
25 89 20

0-1
25 35 45 55 65 75 85

Figure 17 A 3x5 Grid Mesh of Outer Radial Length
Chamber (mm)

Table 3 Temperature Point Values of Figure 18 Temperature Gradient of Outer
Different Grid Meshes Chamber

GRID TC57.723

3x3 315.971
5x5 316. 168
7x7 316.246
9x9 316.283
ixl1 316.302

27x3 315.855
3x27 316.428
Q9xpl 309.520 1
9x9p2 323.046 144

-4 P-01
-4 P-

The algorithm error is highly dependent I Cd
upon the tube wall boundary condition and
upon the step size in the axial direction.
The temperature gradient for this region is .
given in Figure 18. 0 .

Coolant Chamber.r r

The domain of this region is the ,
cooling chamber of the quartz tubing. As W )
depicted in Figure 19, the radial length of r Air --
the region goes from 16.5 - 23.6 mm, while
the axial length is from 0 - 144 mm.

-~ 0
Neglecting the radiation heat

transfer, the heat conduction is assumed to o
be 125 watts. The velocity of the gas into
the region is 1.055 m/sec at a temperature
of 300 K. Based upon this heat capacity of 16.5 23.6
air at 1.0467 kJ / kg K, the exiting
temperature is 398 K. The thermal
conductivity is assumed to be constant with
a value of 3.00 W / m K. Similar to the Figure 19 Coolant Chamber
calculations of temperature change for the
outer chamber, the temperatute change for
the inner wall comes to about 375 C.

10
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BOUNDARY TEMPERATURE Temperature Gradient

(Flowing Chamber Tube Wall) (coolant chamber. 9x9 grid)
700

140-
650- . < ' c

600- / 1-40 r120-
- 55o- \\•\ c n

00- . 100-

4 450- °y ,  . '\\/ /

E 80

0 20 40 60 BO 100 120 140 < 0/

Tube Length (mm)
40-

20
F'lgure 20 Temperature Boundary Conditions

of Inner Tube

0- ,. . .. . . .... .
Using that temperature change, the 16.5 18.5 20.5 22.5

boundary conditions for the region can be

made. As for the outer region, three sets Radial Length
of boundary conditons will be used - (
linear, parabolic concave, and parabolic mm
convex tube wall gradients. (An assumption

is made that the maximum wall temperature

is near that of the plasma - approximately

three fourths the way down the tube. The Figure 21 Temperature Gradient of Coolant
surface temperature gradient along the Chamber
inner wall is shown in Figure 20. Once

again, simulations are runned varying the

grid mesh and boundary conditions. The

temperature gradient is given in Figure 21. 5. Haraburda, S., "Transport Properties of
Plasmas in Microwave Electrothermal

CONCLUSION Thrusters," M.S. Thesis, Michigan
State University, 1990.

Previous experiments demonstrate that

microwave electrothermal thrusters have a 6. Haraburda, S., Hawley, M., and Dinkel.
potential apllication for spacecraft D., "Diagnostic Evaluations of
propulsion. The theoretical work described Microwave Generated Helium and
in this paper brings us closer to fully Nitrogen Plasma Mixtures,"
characterizing plasma transport processes. AIAA/DGLR/JSASS 21st International
The computer simulation provided useful Electric Propulsion Conference, 1990.
insights into the transport properties

throughout the entire microwave cavity 7. Hawley, M., Asmussen, J., Filpus. J..

system. Further theoretical and Frasch, L.. Whitehair, S., Hoekstra.

computational models will be developed and C., Morin, T., and Chapman, R., "A
will be used for optimizing microwave Review of Research and Development on

electrothermal thrusters. the Microwave Plasma Electrothermal
Rocket." Journal of Propulsion and
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